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Original Data from Wynes & Nicholas, 2017, Environmental Research Letters https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-9326/aa7541 
Original Graphic from Catrin Jakobsson

Individual carbon emissions
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Arsenault et al. (2019) Environmental Research Letters, 
14(9), 095001. https://doi.org/10.1088/1748-9326/ab33e6 
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Air travel emissions for 997 individual travelers over 
18 months at the University of British Columbia.  
https://www.zmescience.com/science/academics-fly-
more-than-they-need-to-academics-show/  

Data from Arsenault et al. (2019)

Who’s doing all that travel?
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How to fly less

• Travel overland: rail, car(share) 

• Enjoy and take time - slow travel 

• Collaborate & conference locally 

• When flying: 

• combine multiple trips into one 

• don’t fly first class 

• Spread the word! https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-49349566



Chris Summerfield

Commit: https://noflyclimatesci.org/



Push for greener conferences
Use your time and effort as a multiplier!

https://forms.gle/i5QWpwg1Z9giYzfJ9



Push for greener conferences

• Pick location wisely  
• https://travel-footprint-

calculator.irap.omp.eu/  
• Reduce frequency 
• Change to virtual 
• Hybrid: virtual  

            + local hubs
Source: M. Klöwer https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3553784 (2019)
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Conferences: the hub-and-spokes model

• Several video-connected 
locations 

• Talks streamed 
• Socials local 

• Compromise: 
• Human contact 
• Shorter trips 

• + virtual option



Greener conferences

• Low cost 
• Accessibility 

• Visa restrictions 
• Family responsibilities 
• Travel difficulties 

• More diversity

Sarabipour et al. (2020). Evaluating features of scientific conferences: A call for improvements. BioRxiv, 2020.04.02.022079. 
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.04.02.022079
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Figure 2. The majority of academic conferences are not modern, equitable or inclusive.  Summary 
of analysis on 270 recently held conferences (2018-2020) in various scientific fields (8) (Tables S2-
S10). 19% of all conferences offered some form of childcare (free or at a cost) on-site (Table S9). 92% 
of conferences did not provide a gender equity statement on members of committees and speakers and 
did not disclose these gender statistics on their website. 40% of conferences with information (such as 
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Greener conferences

• Virtual summer school 
• NeuroMatchAcademy 

• Virtual conferences 
• FENS, BNA, SfN… 

• Virtual seminar series 
• https://greenseminars.ch 
• https://www.world-wide.org/Neuro/

 

Group projects 
Students also participated in small group projects (3-5 students) to learn how to apply their new                
skills. We helped students by providing structured brainstorming, clear expectations and           
in-depth guidance. Additionally, we offered prepared datasets and suggested projects. Groups           
were guided by TAs and faculty mentors. After 3 weeks, students gave short talks with slides or                 
videos about their accomplishments. The projects were diverse and some were presented at             
subsequent Neuromatch Conference 3.0 (neuromatch.io, [6 ]).  
 

 
Figure 2. Student population and school structure. (A) 1757 students (in blue) and 191 teaching               
assistants (TAs in green) participated from 64 and 35 different countries, respectively. (B) Pods were               
created to accommodate small group learning and shifts within and across time zones. Students worked               
together on project work in groups of 3-5 students (dotted line). Three to four pods formed superpods that                  
shared office hours where students could ask additional questions to TAs and the lead TA. At the end of                   
the three weeks students presented their projects in the superpod. (C) shows the percentage of English                
and non-English pods and (D) shows the breakdown of the language pods. 
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van Viegen et al. (2020). Neuromatch Academy: Teaching 
Computational Neuroscience with global accessibility. ArXiv:
2012.08973 [q-Bio]. http://arxiv.org/abs/2012.08973 
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Beyond conferences: institutional change

• Aviation at Dutch Universities: 12-27% of total emissions 
(KNAW)  

• Advocate for institutional travel policies 
• Ghent Uni, Belgium: train to cities if < 6 hours  
• #unter1000 in Germany: take the train for trips < 1000 km 

• Investment in video conferencing facilities and equipment 
• Examples: Green seminars, Geneva Uni

https://www.dejongeakademie.nl/shared/resources/documents/rapport-flying-high-but-flying-less-2020.pdf
https://www.ugent.be/en/ghentuniv/principles/sustainability/travelpolicy
https://unter1000.scientists4future.org/
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Beyond conferences: institutional change

• Campus energy needs (buildings, transport, food)  
• Teach about the climate crisis (http://teachgreenpsych.com/) 
• Divestment from fossil fuels (endowments, pension plans)

http://teachgreenpsych.com/
http://teachgreenpsych.com/


• Find all of this at: anneurai.net/green-neuroscience  
• Aron AR, Ivry R, Jeffrey K, Poldrack R, Schmidt R, Summerfield C, 

& Urai AE. (2020). How can neuroscientists respond to the climate 
emergency? Neuron, 106:17–20. 

• https://anneurai.net/2019/09/24/climate-action-for-neuroscientists-a-
concrete-guide/ 

• Join us on Slack: https://t.co/mb5g64XH0P?amp=1

Thanks!
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